


LEVEL MEDIA

What happens when designers, developers, and marketing professionals of all stripes gather 
under one roof with a white board, a bunch of Macs, and an endless supply of coffee? Amazing 
things happen. Just ask some of the world’s biggest gaming brands. Wynn. Hard Rock. Virgin. 
Mohegan Sun. Pechanga. And all the others we’ve helped bring to life in the iGaming space. Or 
the many brands we’ve helped in other verticals, like hospitality, finance, consumer services, 
delivery, e-commerce, and more. 

Our services are limited only by your imagination. Strategy. Branding. Web design. App design. 
Animation. 3D modeling. Video production. Marketing collateral. Direct response. 
Programmatic media buying. PPC. SEO. OOH. And all the best acronyms. We do what it takes 
to help your brand. Since 2006, we’ve helped a world of brands come to life and become 
powerhouses in their own market and beyond. And we’re just getting started.

thelevelmedia.com

ABOUT 



ELEVATE, 
THEN DOMINATE

Extraordinary things happen when you put the sharpest, most creative minds in iGaming in 
your corner. Whether you’re jumping into the online gaming space for the first time or you’re 
one of America’s most storied gaming brands, Level Media has a plan to help you thrive and 
conquer.

WE ARE ALL IN ON YOUR BUSINESS

We eat, sleep, and breathe digital marketing. And we understand online casino, online poker, 
and sports betting better than anyone else. Our team has the breadth of experience to help 
your brand excel in any market. From strategy to final design and execution, we’re your partner 
in growth and market domination.



HAPPY CLIENTS
We’ve helped some of the world’s best-known brands enter the iGaming space and pave a 
path to success. And some non-gaming brands too. We could on and on, but we’ll let the 
logos do the talking.



SAMPLE WORK
Over the past several years we have serviced dozens of iGaming companies as well as 
several leading brick and mortar casinos, racetracks, hotels and entertainment complexes.
 
What follows are some examples of our most relevant recent work:



Our many contributions to Hard Rock Casino have included the production of numerous 
digital marketing assets and enhancements to various portions of the web interface. Our 
work has consisted of animated videos as well as static creatives for paid social campaigns, 
UI/UX improvements and updates for the online live slots offering, as well as custom 
landing pages designed to direct users to Hard Rock Casino and Hard Rock Sportsbook. 
We are extremely proud and honored to have helped promote Hard Rock’s iGaming 
offering and acquisition efforts in the state of New Jersey and beyond.i















WynnBet approached Level Media via referral having worked with 6 New Jersey iGaming 
brands to help WynnBet refine and define the launch marketing and creative assets for 
their first State. Level Media created all of the marketing assets at launch – developed a 
new logo, and all campaign creative. A super successful relationship, and we are very 
proud to have been such a pivotal part of their launch. We are confident they will be a top 
5 player in the US market.













Mohegan Sun Casino owns 60% of all casino gaming revenue in Connecticut. Level Media 
were originally retained for their launch in New Jersey where we created every marketing 
asset and led the marketing strategy and implementation for 2 years. 
In 2021 Level Media is currently retained on a 6 month rolling contract, to lead the pre 
launch, launch and post launch strategy of Mohegan Sun Connecticut iGaming. Level 
Media is also proud to have been retained to execute and lead all creative, CRM, 
copywriting and to introduce many agencies, that Level will also benefit from their fees.











Level Media understand the importance of creating eye-catching,
digital assets that resonate deeply with audiences, propelling your brand to extraordinary 
success. We take pride in our contribution and commitment to the creative journey of the 
Desert Diamond Sports brand, from the development of their brand guidelines to key 
promotional concept origination, creation, and production of all marketing assets.

With precision and purpose, these marketing assets strategically helped amplify the 
brand’s presence across several media platforms, ignite excitement around events, and 
drive targeted promotions. We are thrilled with being a part of this evolution and see our 
collaborative efforts bring innovative campaigns to life and seeing our customers succeed.









With Level Media’s extensive industry experience, we have played a pivotal role in 
successfully creating and refreshing Apple Store and Google Play Store assets for several 
brands associated with Big Fish Gaming. Notably, we have contributed to the success of 
games like Evermerge, GummyDrop, Cooking Craze, and many more. Our team’s deep 
understanding of the mobile gaming landscape enables us to optimize these assets to 
enhance visibility, boost downloads, and drive user engagement.

By leveraging our proficiency in digital design and marketing, Level Media is committed to 
delivering exceptional results that propel gaming brands to new heights. Partner with us 
to unlock the full potential of your digital marketing campaigns.









Level Media was tasked with developing branding and producing numerous creative 
assets based on BGO’s core acquisition messaging. After creating the initial “Beat The 
Boss” logo, centered around the fictional character played by BGO’s spokesperson, Verne 
Troyer, we built multiple onsite and direct marketing assets, many of which featured 
celebrities such as Dan Bilzerian and Paris Hilton. These include the following:

-Carousel banners
-Email/CRM creative
-Print pieces
-Football stadium advertising
-Facebook ad materials









After completely redesigning the website for Atlantic City’s Resort’s Casino complex, Level 
Media was subsequently tasked with building all the launch creative and post-launch 
promotional materials for ResortsCasino.com, which has since become the fourth largest 
regulated online gaming portal in the state of New Jersey.

After becoming the agency of record for Resorts, our work over the following Two-year 
period included a wide variety of tasks. We were responsible for branding and developing 
promotional campaigns, producing website creative, designing, coding and testing email 
templates; making artwork for billboards, on-property signage, slot machine toppers, 
column wrappers, promotional swag and trade show booths, as well creating a unique 
concept for an on-property iGaming lounge intended to entice crossover bricks and 
mortar casino clientele into online gaming.













Level Media have been BetBull agency of record for almost 2 years. We design, develop, 
and create all of BetBull UK marketing assets. We have a dedicated team that services a 
daily flow of updates and new briefs. Its always exciting to work with brands that are 
looking to grow and set new revenue growth records. 











Having expanded its role from a high end Atlantic City boardwalk casino to a major player 
in the New Jersey iGaming space, Borgata sought out Level Media to develop design 
assets and creative for their main summer campaign, centering around summer 
promotions. The work included micro-site creation, logo design as well as a full set of 
promotional assets and messaging. This was one of the first of a series of projects that we 
completed in the New Jersey iGaming market.





After redesigning, developing and launching Delaware Park’s website in 2013 which 
involved a significant brand enhancement, Level Media successfully re-launched an 
entirely new version of the site in May 2017. We also designed and built a separate mobile 
responsive site for Delaware’s White Clay Creek Golf Course and Country Club property, 
originally launched in late 2016. 











When one of the country’s most successful brick and mortar tribal casinos decided to 
delve into the world of social gaming, they sought the expertise of our seasoned and 
reputable Level Media CEO, Will Griffiths. After helping them develop their strategy, Will 
brought in his own agency to do much of the creative and design work for Pechanga’s 
mobile social gaming app, a product which Level Media continues to support to this day.











When one of America’s leading small business lenders came to us to help fuel their digital 
acquisition efforts, the objective was clear: to create engaging marketing assets focused 
on boosting social engagement and increasing sales. Our target audience consisted of the 
businesses owners themselves, and our mission was to tell compelling stories about how 
financing could help them grow through engaging testimonials.We built a wide variety of 
programmatic and social media marketing assets that featured celebrity spokesperson 
Barbara Corcoran as well as numerous OnDeck clients, whose stories and words we used 
to create stunning, clean creative assets that conveyed the company’s unique selling 
propositions.









Raised Real wanted to shake up their paid social acquisition efforts by enlisting the help of 
an experienced digital agency. We worked closely with them to use influencer based video 
assets in conjunction with colorful imagery of their unique product and compelling 
messaging in order to create conversion oriented facebook and instagram assets. Our 
main goal has been to communicate the uniqueness and key value propositions of their 
varied offering, when compared to traditional baby food products.









As one of the largest mortgage and loan comparison sites in the United States, 
bankrate.com is up against stiff competition from major corporate players such as 
lendingtree.com. In order to reach more customers, they needed an agency that could 
improve on their existing interactive HTML 5 based promotional assets, and also take on 
the task of integrating their API data directly into feeds that could be used to dynamically 
display rate information through Google Doubleclick. We were able to custom script API 
middleware, configure doubleclick to accept the required data, and produce placements 
that have since produced excellent conversions. We continue to create new iterations, 
build new ad concepts and diversify the types of digital media being served.









It’s no secret that Americans love food. It is that love that has helped DoorDash become 
the nations’s number one online delivery app. In effort to expand their social impact and 
engage more customers, DoorDash’s dedicated marketing partner recently engaged our 
agency to create a host of advertising assets, from social media banners to animated 
videos.







SHALL WE CHAT?
We’d love to learn more about you and your business. So feel free to get in touch and 
let’s make some magic together.



THANKS


